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About This Content

Crusader Kings II Ebook: Tales of Treachery
This is the ultimate collection of short stories of historical drama and intrigue, set in the era of the Crusader Kings II computer

game by Paradox Development Studio.
Bestselling author Steven Savile is joined by eleven other writers, each telling a tale of battles, banquets, betrayals and

bedchambers. From crusaders to Cathars, from nobles to Norsemen – it’s all here. Five of these stories are the winning entries in
the Crusader Kings II Short Story Contest 2014.

Authors: Lee Battersby, Luke Bean, Jordan Ellinger, James Erwin, Axel Kylander, Cory Lachance, James Mackie, M Harold
Page, Aaron Rosenberg, Steven Savile, Anderson Scott, Joseph Sharp.

Instructions are as follows:
==========================

Upon purchase, this ebook will be downloaded to your computer in three formats: epub, mobi (Kindle) and PDF. To access your
ebook, navigate to the ebook folder in your Crusader Kings II game folder.

* Right click Crusader Kings II in your Steam Library

* Select Properties

* Go to the Local Files tab
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* Click Browse Local Files

* Open the ebook folder

* To read the book on your mobile device, transfer the epub, mobi or PDF file to the device and open the file in your
ebook reader app. Enjoy

!==========================
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The colors are so dizzying for some reason.... I expected 3 Russians playing Dota 2 and yelling at you while they pick pudge,
invoker and sniper. But I got a really boring story about a Russian mamuschka trying to kill Boris from Read Alert 3.
You may like this...well..when you... i'm not really sure when you will like it.. Who the ♥♥♥♥ bowls while holding a tablet.

Please add locomotions for christ sake.. Zup is nice! You should buy it!. I was so happy when I read a review of the game some
months ago and instantly bought it on my phone! After countless sessions – now it’s time to play it on my PC with a gamepad!
It’s a must have experience for all arcade lovers!. Finished it. Liked it. Not good.
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Boring story and gameplay. I have no pros and cons its plainly boring and I shouldn't have bought it.. Made me reinstall
Freelancer. Press the up arrow key a bunch of time at title menu to add to the gameplay experience. FIRST IMPRESSIONS
REVIEW WITH LIMITED PLAY: NOW WITH EDIT DUE TO GETTING THE FEEL FOR THE GAME PLAY!!!

(Everything below in my first impression is spot on with what i think about the rest of the game...
+the structure of the puzzles
+the use of environment in the puzzles and also as hazards
+the fact there are multiple ways to do things (avoid damage by not being stupid) :P
+the story is getting more intriguing as i go on,.. and i don't like most find a note games (really its this and the Solus Project only
lol,.. and MAYBE SOMA,..
+The Art,.. it's doing it's own thing,.. and doing it well,.. VERY WELL
+the Atmosphere
+the fact it doesn't rely on jumpscares (although the chomp of a newly found bear trap is kinda scary lol)
i just can't find a fault with anything here,.. it is almost,.. i would say Genre Crushing,.. IMHO
at least up there with the big guys like the Frictional games,.. (better IMHO)
 still the only - (and i'm sad to say it is pretty game affecting ,.. since I WANT TO SEE MORE OF YOUR GAME AT ONCE!
lol,...) is the lack of FOV toggle

overall 8.7-9/10
if the FOV gets a toggle 9.7/10 Easily

HOPE THESE 2 REVIEWS HELP!!! OH AND ,.. YOU CAN JUMP!!!! :D

(old review ->first impressions)
+EVERYTHING!!!
so gorgeous looking,. it feels great to move around,.. the physics are almost perfect. HUGE THUMBS UP TO THE DEVS!!!
evrything about my first impressions,.. from the 2k Ultrawide 21:9 & CROSSFIRE support for my high end system to the shear
movement of the character is fraking A+ (i only have limited play so input into the substance and impact of the story at this
point can't be indulged)

- and the ONLY - ... No FOV toggle... with a 34" 21:9 monitor,.. (which you support ingame) there NEEDS,.. i repeat
NEEEEEEEEEEEEDS to be a FOV toggle,.. it always feels like i'm crouched,.. lol

add this FOV toggle and you have a ♥♥♥♥ing GEM!

Koodos to the Devs! for there are so few of them!. This was a fun online multiplayer action game where you 2-D dogfight.
Cute, hectic and generally fun to play with friends. Not sure if you can find a well-populated multiplayer game on the servers
anymore, as I haven't played it for months.

Hard to say it's worth $10. If it were on sale for $3 I'd suggest getting a couple of copies to blow your friends up.. Really fun
game! Community is small sadly. But i would recommened it to play solo or with friends. also when there's a sale.. An awesome
game, even though there were some glitches at first (after the first game, it'd stop working) but now that it works, it's definitely
a fun game and worth the money. It's everything the previous reviews mention. I'm not a huge chess fan since I tend to get
bored, but Khet 2.0 is anything but boring.
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